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Wah Lau Cheer!

Music & Lyrics: Geoff Tan, Khew Sin Sun,
Clement Chow
Vocals:The"Wah Lau" Gang
(Clap)
Shout it loud, make it clear
Say the chin-chia-kiasu cheer
Referee Kayu-No!
W-A-H-L-A-U (2X)
Say it loud, have no fear
Scream the words you hold so dear
Referee Kayu-No!
W-A-H-L-A-U (2X)
Wah Lau! Wah Lau! Wah Lau-eh!!!
Singapore

A real FINE country!
Lyrics: Geoff Tan
Music:Clement Chow/Khew
Arrangement:Khew Sin Sun
Vocal:"J.R.UWin"
Chorus(2X)
Singapore is a fine, a real fine country
Kena pay all the time, bankrupt all my money
I hate to go out of my house
For fear I'II break the rules
I'm sometimes timid as a mouse
Even when at school
When I arrive a little bit late
I get to go detention
Sometimes I think I'm tempting fate
Just to get attention
I make sure I cross traffic lights
When the man is green
If I've been drinking thru the night
I shouldn't be driving
I cannot spit, cannot litter
Chew chewing gum at all
I cannot fire crackers
And have myself a ball
No weekend cars during weekdays
Or else you will get caught
Cannot speed on the highway
If you do you will get shot
By the cops with their radar guns
In BMWs
I sometimes feel they don't give chance
And panchan only a few.
If you do your business in the lift
It's really quite embarassing
Don't ever smoke in a restaurant

It can be quite harassing
You cannot eat inside some theatres
No fun watching movies
Cannot do this ah, and cannot do that ah
If you do, you'll have no money

Sophisticated Baby!
Lyrics: Geoff Tan
Music:Clement Chow
Arrangement:Simon Peter Tan
Vocals:"Vanilla Rice"
Chorus
Sophisticated baby
Smooth suave and classy
Want to be in high society
Designer labels only
I'm the king of fashion
My taste is exquisite
All over Singapore nation
I think I'm quite a hit
I very like Karl Largerfeld
He's always in the news
My favourite brand is Chanel
My shirt is pure Dunhill
I love Gucci wallets
I buy Lanvin ties
My watch is a Rolex
I'm the envy of the guys
Louis Vuitton very good
Dior also not bad
I eat only designer food
People think I'm mad
My shoes is branded Bally
My jeans ore Calvin Klein
My belt is Maschino
My underwear is one-kind
I like to spend my money
On Emporio Armani
When I slang I sound like kwai-lo
Why I also donno

Ice Kachang
Lyrics/Music:ln-A-Chord
Arrangement: In-A-Chord
Vocals: In-A-Chord
Yi, yi, yi
You always say that I'm unromantic
Don't know ways to make a girl tick
I must say you're right about mis
For I am truly unpoetic
But I am not dumb, I'm not that stupid

It's just that sometimes brain not working
So I didn't sleep, used my little wit
To write this little bit!
Chorus
You are my Ice-kachang, in this tropical heat
You are my favourite desert, so inviting, so
sweet
Would you like to burboh cha cha
Come along and dance with me
For you are my love
My tutti-frutti (my one attap-chi)
Someone I like to eat
Everytime when we go dating
First the movies then go shopping
You always hint I'm unexciting
It has been so since the beginning
But I am not dumb, I'm not so stupid
It's just that sometimes I'm a blur King
So I didn't eat, used my little wit
To write this little bit (Repeat Chorus)
BRIDGE
Each time I look into your eyes
I see some pretty colour (very nice)
I wouldn't mind paying any price
I'm kachang over you (my sago-honeydew)

Briefs
(No! Not undies!)
Lyrics: Geoff Tan/Clement Chow
Arrangement: Simon Peter Tan
Vocals: "M.C. Screwdriver"
Chorus
Short, short, keep it short
Brief, brief, catch my drift
Short,short, keep it short
Brief, brief, catch my drift
Don't say party, say PAP
A Member of Parliament is an MP
Brigadier General's called BG
But can he sing like the infamous three
A government bank is POSB
Want a flat, go to HDB
Pay your water bills to PUB
Don't take the bus, take the SBS
Join SDU, start a love nest
Take the highway, take the BKE
Cruise CTE and the ECP
Feeling restless, you want to break free
Go for a ride on the MRT
'Cos buying a car you need a COE

Plus an ARF registration fee
When you want a degree, go to NUS
Or NTU and pass the test
Our junior colleges are called JCs
I don't think words can be shorter than these
A golf club SICC
For mountain bikes it's MTB
Go to SIS watch Kenny G
An exhibition, try WTC
Sleep around you may catch VD
All the way you'll get HIV
Check on your hubby, rent a PI
Is he faithful, is he a sly guy
When your tide is high, you want to PJ
To the loo is where you'll ease your way
If you're hungry, go to KFC
Then take all the gifts that are given free
Overspend, you'll want an OD
But to strike it rich, buy 4D
A letter of credit is called an LC
From UOB it's fine by me
Buy insurance buy AIA
In an accident you don't have to pay
A great way to fly it's SIA
Flash a little money, it'll make your day
Big boobs, try a cup size D
If you're sick, you'll need an MC
Pump in some gas pump BP
The afternoon paper TNP
Want a hotel ask for ANA
And for great music, grab a DJ
Abbreviations are going strong
I love them 'cos they don't take long

Hancho Pinyin
Lyrics: Geoff Tan
Music/Arrangement: Khew Sin Sun
Vocals:"Sam Singh"
Chorus
Hanyu Pinyin so terok, so hard to get used
to, no shiok
Hancho Pinyin more like it, each time I order
a meal to eat.
I go to hawker centre
To order local food
But now the names are all different
To me it's not so good
I look at all the signs
To figure out what they sell
Hanyu Pinyin so one-kind
So l order by the smells

I like to eat dough fritters
I call them Yu Char Kway
But when you ask me eat You Tiao
I go my separate way
Bak Kut Teh very tasty
I love this pork ribs soup
But when you order Rou Gu Cha
My stomach does three loops
Chai Tow Kwey comes in black or white
And both are tasty too
But when you call it Luo Bo Gao
It sounds like super glue
Wanton Mee is Yun Tun Mian
O-luak is called Hao Jian
Ang Koo Kway's Hong Gui Guo
Ah, anyhow also can

Sometimes I cannot move, Alamak, good grief
I dowan one leaflet, I want the whole stock
I dowan one biscuit, I want the whole pack
I'll attend anything if I don't have to pay
Then condemn, criticize, and say I've wasted
my day
So much competition, so much stress
I look at myself and my life is a mess
Shall I change, shall I change,Yes or No
The I see another advertisement ond off I go

A connection makes my day
A bug can attack your data
A computer can get sick too
Your info gets corrupted sonner or later
Short of contacting the flu
A keyboard is not an instrument
Your system will sometimes hang
A modern is not swear language
Pirates don't have gangs

Computerology

Lyrics:Geoff Tan
Music:Clement Chow
Arrangemen:Khew Sin Sun
Vocals: "Moid Marion"

Lyrics: Geoff Tan
Music: Keith Tan
Vocals:"Michaelangelo"

Kway Teow is Chao Guo Tiao

This is a simple lesson
For those who don't know much
About computers and IT
Who's totally out of touch
Let me start by saying
That bytes go with the bits
The keyboard and the CPU
Should conned without a hitch

Kiasu King (KK)

Chorus
Computerology
Is sometimes quite confusing
Its terminology
Is sometimes quite amusing

Chin Chow is Xian Cao Shui
Yong Tow Foo's Niang Dou Fu
I like it with the see-hum too
This Hanyu Pinyin idea
Doesn't work out well with me
But when I shout the old terms loud and clear
I get my bowl of mee

Lyrics: Geoff Tan
Music/Arrangement: Khew Sin Sun
Vocals: "Kiasi & Kiasu"
His name is Kiasu King and he's talking to you
He's pure Singaporean loh, real cool
He's afraid to lose, don't want second best
Always first in line one, always pass the test
He goes to all the safes, Metro Sogo too
Tangs and John littles, to buy watches and
shoes
He gets the best of offers, He must confess
He studies all the ads, in all the press
He buys one watch and he gets two free
Then takes a rest and eat a bowl of loh-mee
He lines up overnight to get the best of seats
For an R-rated movie to see what's between
the sheets
Chorus
I'm KK, the Kiasu King
I'm KK, so whats-a-happenning
I'm KK, so what did you bring
I don't want to lose out on any one thing
I love buffets becos I pay one price
Then I eat and eat, Oh so very nice
I'm the first to start and the last to leave

A notebook has no paper
A laptop has no lap
Windows without louvres
Memory with no lapse
Ram does not mean charge
Floppies aren't big breasts
Hardware does not refer to
A man's sexual prowess
A part is not a harbour
Programs are never taped
An interface you'll discover
Is not another word for rape
Diskettes come in many sizes
Monitors also the same
Viruses spring surprizes
Drives your data insane
A laserjet is a printer
While Word is not a word
A Mac is not a burger
A cursor doesn't curse
A mouse will not scare
A hard disk will not play
Software goes thru wear and tear

Mabuhay Sunday

Chorus
Hey Hey Hey Mabuhay Sunday
May May May Everyday be friday
Say Say Say I'd like a little more pay
Bye Bye Bye I take a holiday

Sunday morning I wake up all bright
Today is my off day from morning till night

Cos...
Chorus
It's OK lah,it's OK lah
It's OK lah,it's OK lah
Song a song for all to see
At a place called Java live
I sang "My Way" with intensity
Though it couldn't save my life
But...
Landlord said "YOU owe me rent"
But then l couldn't pay
Because he raised it by 10%
But still he made my day
When he said...
I carry the latest handphone
I drive a red sports car
Got a gold card and a condo
I'm a real Singaporean, huh?
Well...

I put my prettiest clothes on from my head to
my toes

Ready to enjoy and let it all go
I take SBS,MRT,taxi also can
As long as I can get to town without traffic jam

Lucky Plaza, Wisma Atria and Botanical Gardens
To meet girlfriends and boyfriends and
sometimes my cousins
I go to Yaohan to buy snacks and drinks
THEN go to the park and feast like a queen
We chit chat and laugh and joke and dialogue
About this and that in fluent Togolog
We talk about our sis and also our moms
How they praise us and scold us and treat us as
friends
Soon it's time to go'cosl don't want to be late
So that I will be sure that I will get paid
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It's OK Lah!
Lyrics: Diane Wigstone/Geoff Tan/Clement
Chow
Music: Diane Wigstone
Arrangement: Khew Sin Sun
Vocals:"The Kara-OK Krew"
I love to eat rich spicy food
Curry fish head we can share
The gravy got my expensive shirt
But my friend told me don't swear
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a SERIOUS note.

This album is purely dedicated to
Singaporeans who take life just too
seriously and don't laugh enough. The contents are all done tonguein-cheek (no, not the French kiss!) and meant to be a fun look at people and situations that
are so-very Singapore to us all! Enjoy it OK?

THE history OF wah LAU!

It can be screamed out. It can be spoken under
your breath. It is the one of the most adaptable and expressive
local phrases which hard-core Singaporeans use to convey o wide spectrum of emotions.
From agony to ecstacy; jealousy to disbelief; surprise to disgust. It does not discriminote
against social class, sex or race. Everyone uses it at sometime or another - some use it everyday;
others use it in every sentence! Everone from politicians to prostitutes; businessmen to bus
drivers; hoteliers to hawkers!
You can use Wah Lau! anyway you like, and whenever you like - when you hear that your
mother-in-law is coming over to your piece for the 10th time this week; when our soccer team
gets thrashed real bad at the National Stadium; when you miss hitting first prize in the Singapore
Sweep by one number...
Wah Lau! is also rumoured to be replacing the traditional "Yam Seng" at Chinese wedding
dinners. Especially if no one can believe how the wedding couple can ever be compatible
together!
The enviable Wah Lau! has also been stylised in the way it is expressed. The designer
version is accompanied with a special slang as in "Wah Liau!" The O-biang version takes it a step
futher with a suffix as in "Wah Liau-eh!"
But, of course, nothing beats the very original way in which it was utterred before it was
modified to today's milder Wah Lau! And who better to illustrate this than Mr Kiasu himself,
when after lining up overnight outside Cathay cinema to buy tickets to see the latest red-hot Rrated movie and being told when his turn came that the tickets were sold out, screamed in his
distinctly loud parade-square-RSM-type-of-voice that can be heard from Jurang and
Changi, the very original "Wahhhhhhh Laaarrr
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